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molds for producing them 
at a low production cost, 

particularly where such strips comprise mainly a body 
of sponge rubber having at least part of its external con 
tour surfaced with a thin skin of water-impervious solid 
rubber, bonded thereto by the same vulcanizing heat that 
causes the sponge rubber compound to “blow” and cure. 

United States Patent No. 2,319,042, granted May 11, 
1943, on an application of L. H. De Wyk, Jr., makes 
clear some of the difficulties confronting uniform and 
economical molding and curing of a body of blowable 
sponge rubber compound in conjunction with a thin web 
or covering skin of non-blowable rubber stock particu 
larly where the thin web of skin is designed to be forced 
into‘ a relatively narrow and relatively deep groove or 
mold cavity by pressure of the expanding sponge rubber 
compound during its blowing stage and before the soft 
thin skin stock becomes hardened by vulcanization‘. 
The ultimate product is desired to be a composite vul 
canized strip whose‘ shape includes a high narrow ?n 
continuous along its length sheathed by an unbroken very 
thin solid rubber facing of preferably uniform strength 
and thickness. ‘ 

Strips of this kind are well adapted to use as closure‘ 
seals to cushion the closing of an automobile door, trunk 
compartment lid, or similar closure against its frame 
work and extend all around the perimeter of the closure. 
Strips having a limber ?n of the shape referred to pro 
duce what is sometimes called a cantilever type of seal‘ 
wherein the ?n of the strip bends bodily and'resiliently 
info tensione'd contact with the edge or margin of the 
door. This not only permits‘ a soft door closing action 
but insures an efficient seal about whatever irregularities 
may be present along the junction of’ the door edge and 
the framework. 
The base portion of the strip which is to be anchored 

to the framework is sometimes left free of the solid 
rubber skin so that an adhesive can better penetrate its 
surface and produce a ?rmer holding bond of the strip 
to the framework. In more recent practice instead of, 
or‘ additionally to, bonding the strip to the framework 
by an adhesive, the base of the strip is sometimes me~ 
chanically anchored on the framework by being sprung 
into engagement with tangs which project from the frame‘ 
work into a narrow and usually curved anchorage‘ chan 
nel contained in the molded shape‘ of the Weatherstrip‘. 
The advantages arising from the present invention apply 
to weatherstrips utilizing either or both of these mount ing expedients. 
An important object of the invention is to avoid ?rst 

having to preshape spo ‘ge‘ rubber compound into a strip‘ 
having a special pro?le shape approximating its ulti 
mate molded and vulcanized shape, whereby the neces 
sity of subjecting the sponge‘ rubber compound to pre 
liminary preshaping by a rolling or extruding operation 
is done awayvwith. According to this invention the un 
cured sponge *r'ubber compound can be introduced into 
a mold in the ‘form of 'a‘.thir_i'"p1ain sheet lying in face 

unvtllcanized non to-face co'fita'ct with a ‘thin. web of 
1'stock employed to form the water im blowing 

Anothefobiect is to produce a resilient‘ Weatherstrip 
from the above said combination of raw sheet or web 
materials‘ in a shape that will provide a ?n of relatively 
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high and relatively narrow proportions by the use, of 
molds whose molding cavities extendconsiderably wider 
in proportion to their depth than is the width of the ,?‘n 
in proportion to the ‘height of the ?n in the ultimate 
vulcanized product. This effectively reduces the‘ amount 
of stretching which the uncured rubber skin stock must 
undergo in being forced by the expansion of the sponge 
Eubber compound into mold cavities that are‘ narrow and 
eep. , _ , 

A further object is ‘to produce a Weatherstrip of the 
above described characteristics in which the sponge rub, 
ber body of the ?n‘ contains a split extending through 
most'of its height dividing the sponge rubber body into 
foldable component portions that are mold produced in 
end-to-end angularly diverging relationship conjoined at 
one end of the split, the solid rubberskin extending all 
about the tip or crest of the ?n and serving as a ?exible 
hinge permitting the divergingly related, mold-produced 
portions of the Weatherstrip to be folded and bonded 
together by a suitable cement after they are removed ‘from 
the mold, thereby to produce the ultimate shape of the 
?nished Weatherstrip. ‘ 1 . 

These and other objects of the invention will become 
more fully vapparent from the following description of 
a successful way of practicing the invention in which 
description reference is had to the accompanying sheet 
of drawings’, wherein: _ V t V 

Fig. 1 illustrates prior art practice and shows a typical 
‘pro?le shape‘ of slightly separated cavitated sections of a 
mold» with unvulcani-zed material placed between the sec 
tions preliminary‘ to producing the Weatherstrip of Fig‘. 2. 

Fig. 211's a- cross-sectional perspective view of a weather 
strip intended to be produced in the mold of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 shows the raw materials of Fig. 1 expanded and 
stretched to ?ll the cavities in a closed mold and cured. 

Fig. 4v corresponds to Fig. 1 and shows aii improved 
shape of the mold cavities for practicing the present in 
vention and producing the Weatherstrip of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional perspective view of a modi~ 
?ed construction of Weatherstrip produced in the inold 
of Fig. 4 having the same external shape asv the weather 
strip in Fig. 2 but produced by practice of the present 
invention. , - , 

Fig. 6 shows the uncured material of Fig. 5 expanded 
to ?ll the cavities of the mold of Fig. 4 when the mold 
is closed and heated. ' , . , y i 

Fig, 7 is a cross-sectional perspective view of a weather-v 
strip having a different pro?le shape produced according 
to the invention. , V " Y . 

Fig. 8 shows the~ molding of spread-‘apart component 
portions of the Weatherstrip of Fig. 7. v . ' 

Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional perspective view of- a weather 
strip having a still different pro?le shape produced accord 
ing" to: the invention. ‘ 

Fig. 10 shows the molding of spread-apart component 
portions of the Weatherstrip of Fig. 9. _ v 

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, for convenience of reference, the 
mold section 12 will be referred to as containing cavities 
14 and the cap mold section 13 will be referred to as 
presenting hollowed cap‘ faces 15 which confront cavities 

ties 14, or in outboard relation thereto. Ina mold for 
simultaneous y producing a large number of lengths‘ of 
Weatherstrip, there’ will be‘ a wide gang of side-by-side 
cavities such as 14 in the nature‘ of elongate grooves sepa; 
" " ' ‘ " " "also extend lengthwise 

of‘the mold as continuous tips or crests ofv ridges 18. 
Corresponding‘elongate ridges 19 of the cap mold sec 
tion 13 have he tips or crests 17a which form landings 
that‘ meet? the‘ ‘ " ‘ ' ' ‘ 

as shown in Fig‘. 3. In the structure of each mold sec-' 
tion this plane P—-P is herein termed the plane of land 
ingi Therefore, two such, planes are designated P—,P in 
Fig. 1 because the mold sections are shown in this ?gure‘ 
as somewhat‘ open or separated to admit therebetween 
certain’ raw‘material that isrto be processed in the mold. 
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In Fig. l the raw material consists of a thin continuous 
web of unvulcanized solid rubber stock 22 resting atop 
and extending straight across the ridge crests 17 span 
ning the horizontal distance S therebetween. Upon the 
web 22 in face-to-face contact therewithin is a thin sheet 
of uncured sponge rubber compound 24. Upon the latter 
there rest reinforcing cords 26 which may be laterally 
spaced lengths of stout twine running parallel with 
ridges 19. 
To illustrate certain production troubles encountered 

in the prior practice of producing a Weatherstrip such as 
shown in Fig. 2 by use'of the illustrated sheet-like raw 
material in molds of the kind pictured in Fig. 1, it appears 
in Fig. 3 that after the mold sections 12 and 13 have been 
closed together so that the landings 17, 17a meet on the 
plane P-P to make a severing pinch on the uncured 
sheet of sponge rubber compound 24 and web 22 of 
unvulcanized solid rubber stock, the sponge rubber 
compound in its process of “blowing” or swelling 
responsive to heat of the mold must force the rela 
tively short span S of soft skin-forming stock 22 
downward to the full depth of each cavity 14. In doing 
this the short and easily ruptured span S of web 22 must 
be stretched to more than four times its original length, 
or to the distance designated L in Fig. 3, in order that ' 
the cured skin 28 of the vulcanized Weatherstrip shall 
completely cover the sponge rubber body forming the 
high and narrow ?n 30 of the Weatherstrip. 

This in many shapes of cross section, including that 
shown in Fig. 3, may amount to more stretch than the 
heat-softened, skin-forming sheet stock can stand with 
out rupture. At the best, it results in an undesirable 
thinness of the vulcanized skin in its most stretched por 
tion at the bottom tip of the ?n 30 and an undesirable ‘ 
relative thickness of the skin at the narrowest part of the 
?n shape which disadvantageously reduces the ?exibility 
of the Weatherstrip thereat. It is highly preferable that 
the skin in the ?nished product be of uniform thickness 
throughout. 

Pin 30 projects from the mounting base portion 32 of 
the Weatherstrip whose external surface preferably is left 
free of skin 28 thereby to present a more porous surface 
to which an adhesive may cling for cementing the weather 
strip to its means of support such as the edge of an auto 
mobile doorway or the framework of an automobile trunk 
compartment. Incidentally it will be seen that the re 
inforcing cord 26 becomes embedded in the sponge rub 
ber near the tip 34 of the mounting base 32 during the 
process of expansion and vulcanization of the sponge 
rubber compound. 
The problem which this invention solves has to do with 

the poor and uncertain behavior of the soft easily rup 
tured uncured rubber web 22 when it is forced into a 
relatively deep and narrow mold cavity such as 14. 
Particularly is there trouble and rupture or excessive 
thinning of the skin if, as in Figs. 2 and 3, the ?n 30 is 
reduced to a minimum thickness in a median waist sec 
tion for making the fin more limber in this region. What 
happens at this narrowed waist or neck section is a more 
intense heating of the blowing sponge rubber compound 
at this point because of the greater mutual proximity of 
the heat delivering walls that form the mold cavity. 
Thus before enough of the ?owable compound has ex 
panded downward past this narrow section to ?ll the 
broader tip end of the ?n, congestion is caused in that 
section by the sponge rubber compound taking a partial 
set. This greatly reduces the freedom of further ex 
panding compound to pass the narrow point and as a 
consequence the bottom end oft he mold cavity may never 
become fully ?lled. Even if the extreme bottom of the 
mold cavity becomes ?lled, the skin stock tends to thin 
out undesirably at the tip 34 of the high and relatively 
narrow ?n 36. This is a region of the ?nished weather 
strip which in service is usually subjected to the most 
rubbing and wear when used as a closure seal. On many 
occasions the soft skin stock 22 here will tear apart dur 
ing the molding operation and lay bare the inside body 
of sponge rubber. This may occur here or at other un 
controlled and unpredictable spots on the external sur 
face of the ?n. 
The present invention provides complete relief from 

the aforesaid troubles in that it enables the web 22 in 
Fig. 4 to be stretched from an original increased cavity 
spanning length S’ in Fig. 4 to no greater extent than 
about a 50 per cent increase in such original length, 
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4 
namely to the distance designated L’ in Fig. 5, in order 
to conform to and completely line the surfaces of cavity 
14’ in mold section 12’ with uniform thickness. The 
side walls of cavity 14' converge and meet at a channel 
bottom of the cavity which to advantage may be less than 
half as broad as the width S’ of the entrance mouth of 
the cavity. The cavity preferably ‘shall be no deeper than 
said width of its entrance mouth. In other wordsthis 
dividing of a whole cavity 14 into branching and inclined 
component cavity spaces 14' greatly reduces the extent 
of stretch to which the thin 
canizable rubber skin stock is subjected when forced‘by 
the expansion of mold con?ned sponge rubber compound 
24 into a long narrow mold cavity to produce a sponge 
rubber body having a high narrow ?n sheathed by solid 
rubber skin. 

In Fig. 4 the planes of landing are designated P-P 
and the landings 17, 17a meet as before to pinch and 
sever the sheet and web of raw materials and to deter 
mine the relation of the molding faces 15' and 16 of the 
cap mold section 13’ to the cavities 14' in 
12' when the mold sections are fully closed as shown in 
Fig. 6' whereby the sheet and web are imprisoned in 
spaces 14' and 20'. In Figs. 4 and 6 it will be observed 
that the end-to-end continuous molding faces 15’ and 16 
presented by cap section 13’ and overlying the cavity 14' 
form, respectively, a hollow 20’ in outboard relation to 
and registering with the mouth of cavity 14' and a pro 
jection 21 at least in part occupying cavity 14’. Projec-i 
tion 21 which is in the nature of a mold core mechani 

24 and web 22 downward to broken 
line position in Fig. 4 when the cold mold sections are 
?rst closed. Each of these molding faces 15’ and 16‘is 
flat although they might be otherwise shaped so long as 
they match each other in a manner to cause the bare 
sponge rubber faces 37-—39, 37-—39 to?t together and 
delineate a closable split 40 in the Weatherstrip of Fig._5. 
The latter is thus made to comprise an integral composite 
article molded in component angularly diverging end-to 
end conjoined sectional portions. When removed from 
the mold, these component portions can be folded to 
gether by ?exing the 
30’ so that the bare mutually ?tting sponge rubber faces 
37 and 39 formed respectively by molding faces 15' and 
16 meet and come into mating abutment throughout the 

cally pokes the sheet 

split 40. This forms a Weatherstrip of the same pro?le‘ 
shape as in Fig. 2, the split 40 exetnding throughout the 
length of the Weatherstrip but only partially through the 
height of ?n 30'. The matching sponge rubber faces 37 
and 39 will be bonded together in any suitable way as 
by an adhesive ‘such as rubber cement. The molding 
faces 41 of cap section 13' 
faces 43 which remain exposed to comprise the mounting 
surface 38 of the Weatherstrip in Fig. 2. Incidentally, 
Figs. 4 to 6, inclusive, show reinforcing cords such as ‘26 
embedded in the sponge rubber in much the same manner 
as in the Weatherstrip of Fig. 2. . 

In Figs. 4 to 6, it is seen that the junction of the cap 
molding faces 16, 16 occurs at a point 42 which reaches 
so nearly to the bottom 44 of cavity 14’ that little if any 
more of the thickness of the Weatherstrip remains at its 
hinge point 46 than the solid rubber skin 28 alone. After 
molding just as in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the individual weather 
strips of Fig. 4 will be pulled apart along their landing-l 
pinched separating lines in case any ?ash forming par 
ticles of the expanding rubber have escaped past the meet- > ‘ 
ing point of the landings 17 and 17d of the mold sections. 

In Figs. 7 and 8 the idea of molding Weatherstrip in 
angularly spread-apart portions, later to be folded to 
gether to form a bonded slit in a relatively high and nar 
row ?n portion of the Weatherstrip, is carried forward 
and applied to the production ofa currently popular form 
of Weatherstrip shown in Fig. 7 wherein the base portion 
50 of the Weatherstrip is provided with a narrow curved 
blind-ended mounting channel 52 with whose blind. end 
the curved split 54 communicates. As in Fig. 5 the split 
54 extends only to the solid rubber skin 56 and leaves 
the latter continuous and intact covering in this case all, 
rather than only a part of, the external surface of the 
sponge rubber body of the Weatherstrip. Channel 52, 
in its hooked pro?le shape shown in Fig. 7, extends con‘ 
tinuously throughout the length of the sponge rubber 
body of the Weatherstrip as 
narrow curved ?n 55 whose 
ing base .50 of the strip to the 

shape tapers from the mount; 
bluntly pointed freely ?ex 

soft web 22 of uncured vul- , 

mold section . 

skin 28 at the tip 46 of the split ?n , 

produce bare sponge rubber ' 

does the split 54 in the high , 
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ing tip of the fin 55. Mechanical anchorage‘ of the 
Weatherstrip to its ‘means of support ‘as proposed_m 
U. S. Patent No. 2,100,406 is provided by the‘ mounting 
channel 52 and makes it unnecessary to leave any outside 
surface of the sponge rubber body bare for secure hold 
of an adhesive thereto. The surfaces 51, 53 which are 
of bare sponge rubber are con?ned to1 the split 54 and 
to thechannel' 52, respectively.“ a _ > 

,In Fig. 8_ the landings 57, 59 of the mold sections 58, 
60, respectively, meet on the plane P—P and pinch part 
the separate weatherstrips to facilitate separating them 
when the mold is opened. The embedded reinforcing 
cords are evident at 26. 
Now in Figure 10 there are shown suitable coopera 

tive shapes and dispositions of mold cavities 62 in bed 
section 64 of the mold and of the conjoined molding 
surfaces 65 and 66 of cap section 68 of the mold to 
produce a Weatherstrip having the ?nished shape shown 
in Fig. 9. When folded into abutting contact and 
cemented permanently together the molded bare sponge 
rubber surfaces 63 delineate the curved split 67 which 
extends from near the tip of ?n 69 centrally and con 
tinuously through the ?n and through the base section 70 
of the Weatherstrip. Remaining extents 73 of the bare 
sponge rubber surfaces are exposed as external faces to 
be cemented to a means of support. In Fig. 10 the land 
ings 71 and 71a of mold sections 64 and 68, respec 
tively, meet in the plane IP-—P and pinch and sever the 
rubber materials for determining the line of separation 
of the weatherstrips when removed from the mold. Split ' 
67 leaves at least the full thickness of skin.61 continu 
ous and intact about the tip of ?n 69. The embedded 
reinforcing cords 26 are‘ shown suitably placed. The 
molding surfaces 65 form hollows in the cap section 
of the mold registering with cavities 
ing surfaces 66 form a projection 72 from the cap sec 
tion of the mold occupying each cavity 62. In both of 
Figs. 8 and 10 the bed section of the mold possesses 
humps extending above the plane P--P as well as the 
cavities 62 occurring therebelow. 
Having described typical and advantageous shapes of 

mold cavities, ?n equipped skin sheathed Weatherstrip 
and methods whereby the former are enabled to produce 
the latter, I intend the following claims to be directed 
to and cover all variations thereof and substitutes there 
for coming within the substance of the invention as de 
?ned by a broad interpretation of the language of the 
following claims. ' 

I claim: 
1. A method of minimizing skin stretch in the molding 

and vulcanizing of a sheet of sponge rubber_compound 

of an ultimate relatively long and narrow all-rubber 
article, which comprises the steps of, placing a sheet of ' 
sponge rubber-compound in face to face contact with a 
sheet of vulcanizable solid rubber skin ' ' 
relation to , 

cavity considerably wider than the ultimate article to 
be produced and whose side walls converge and meet at 
a channel bottom of said cavity having a contour propor-' 
tioning said cavity to be substantially no deeper than 
the width of said entrance mouth, mechanically poking 
said cavity spanning sheets in unison toward said chan-i 

loop said sheets 1n unison ‘ nel bottom in a mannerH-to 
into neighboring relation to said side Walls Of the :mold 
cavity with the aid of a protruding mold core 
smaller than said cavity to ' 
to cooperate with said side walls, to. de?ne endéto-end 
communicating spaces .branchinggapart from said chan 
nel bottom toward ‘said mouth‘. of. the cavity, each of 
said spaces beingtequalzin Sh?PQE-?lld size to sectional 
portions ofthe widthof said ultimate article, imprison 
ing said sheets in said spaces, heating saids‘heets in said 

forces said skin stock into all-over conformity with said 
cavity walls and causes said compound to ?ll the balance 
ofv said spaces wherefore to form said sectional portions 
of integrated vulcanized sponge rubber and solid rubber 
skin in end-to-end conjoined angularly diverging relation, 
removing said sectional portions from the mold, and fold 
ing and bonding said sectional portions‘ into mutually 
overlapping joindure torconstitute the ultimate'body to 

produced. ' 

62 while the mold- ' 
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.4.- and size to sectional portions 

surface are devoid of the said solid rubber skin. . 
; 5. The method de?ned in claim 1,- in which the said 
:sides of the said mold core'are 

50 I shape; 

2. A method of minimizing skin’ stretch in the mold‘ 
ing and vulcanizing of a ‘sheet of sponge rubber'compound 
simultaneously with a sheet of uncured vulcanizable solid 
rubber skin-stock to form integrated component parts 
of an ultimate relatively. longv and narrow all~rubber 

' ' ' ' steps of, placing a sheet 
of sponge rubber compound in face to face contact with 
a sheet of vulcanizable solid rubber skin stock in span 
ning relation to the entrance mouth of an underlying 
mold cavity considerably wider than the ultimate article 
to be produced and whose side walls converge and meet 
at a channel bottom of said cavity less than half as 
broad as the width of said entrance mouth and having 
a contour proportioning said cavity to be substantially 
no deeper than said width of said entrance mouth, 
mechanically poking said cavity spanning sheets in uni 
son toward said channel bottom in a manner to loop 
said sheets in unison into neighboring relation to said 
side walls of the mold cavity with the aid of a protrud 
ing mold core su?‘iciently smaller than‘said cavity to 
enable the sides of said core to cooperate with said side 
walls to de?ne end-to-end communicating spaces branch 
ing apart from said channel bottom toward said mouth 
of the cavity, each of said spaces being equal in shape 

of the width of said ulti 
mate article, imprisoning said sheets in said spaces, heat 
ing said sheets in said spaces to a vulcanizing tempera~ 
ture su?icient to blow said sponge rubber compound until 
expansion thereof forces said stock into 

rubber skin, in end-to-end conjoined angularly 
said sectional portions from 

and folding and bonding said sectional portions 
into mutually overlapping joindure to constitute the ulti 
mate body to be produced. 

3. A method of minimizing skin stretch in themolding and vulcanizing of a sheet of sponge rubber compound 
simultaneously with a sheet of uncured vulcanizable solid 
rubber skin stock to form integrated component parts 
of an ultimate relatively long and narrow all-rubber 
article, which comprises the steps of, placing a sheet of 
sponge rubber compound in face to face contact with a 
sheet of vulcanizable solid rubber skin stock in spanning 
relation to the entrance mouth of an underlying ,mold 
cavity considerably wider than the ultimate article to 
be produced and whose side walls converge and-meet 
at a channel bottom of said cavity less than half as broad 
as said entrance mouth, mechanically poking said cavity 
spanning sheets invunison toward 

spaces branching apart from said channel ‘bottom toward 
said mouth of the cavity, each of said spaces being equal 
in shape and size to sectional portions‘ of the‘ width of 
said ultimate article, imprisoning said sheets in said spaces, 
heating said sheets in said spaces to a vulcanizing tem 
perature sufficient to blow said sponge rubber compound 
until expansion thereof orces_said skin- stock into all 
over conformity with said cavity walls and causes said 

to form said sectional portions of integrated vulcanized 
sponge rubber and solid rubber skin in end-to-end con 

»joined angularly diverging relation, removing said sec 
tional portions from the 
"said sectional portions into mutually overlapping join 

mold, and folding and bonding 
time to constitute the ultimate body to be produced. 

4. The method de?ned ' ' ' ' ' 

portions all of whose 

of mutually conforming 

6. The method de?ned in claim 1, in which the said 
‘sides of the said mold core respectively bordering said 
spaces are ?at. 

7. The_method de?ned in claim 1, in which one side 
of the said mold core bordering one of the' said cavity 

all-over conform- - 
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spaces _is convex and t_he other_side- of said mold core 
bordering the other cavlty space 1s concave, , 
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